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In a KIHONDOUSA ( basic movement ) match, the arranged distance between players is

about 1.5m.

The commander stands within 1.5m to 3m and from (the judging side) 1m in front of the white

side .

As in Kihondosa match, even if the participant re-acted differently from the instruction given

by the commander, it is not possible for the commander to change it.

When the Kihondosa match gives a tie, the referees will cross a red and white flag above the

head.

In general, the referee should keep in mind to give a fair judgment to players even if they are

from the same country, same team or same club as the referee.

In Kihondosa and Datotsu competitions, they are carried out separately according to their

Dan and Kyu

In Shodan, matches for male and female are separated according to age and sex.

The Bo used in Datotsu games, basically, both hands should grip the handle and with one of

the hand gripping it firmly else it is considered a violation of the rules.

Basically in enforcing Yari, both hands should grip it firmly but in the case of Kuriken, it is

accepted if a single hand is used in an instant moment.

In Yari competition, Ashibarai is prohibited.

In Datotsu, Second trial system is possible.  If there is a doubt, query or dissatisfaction after

the first judgment, the players could request for a re-judgment.  In this case, the judge from

the centre court, Kensayaku and the other judges will gather together and re-judge the entire

situation again.

In re-judgment, Kensayaku and the other judges will cast a vote.  Majority votes will decide

the verdict.

International referee could act as a chief referee in all kinds of matches.

In official games of Choken-Ryote, Tanto, Choso, Tanto, Bo and Jo, 1Kyu referee is needed.

If other than 1Kyu referee is acted as an umpire, it will be disqualified.
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In Choken-Free and Choken-Ryote, the judger's qualifications are the same.

In internal competitions, there are Tanto, Kodachi and Nitou.

Presently in Kassen competitions, 320cm ‘s rule is practiced.

As in TANTO, one can kick and throw.

As in Datosu competitions, even if Ashiuchi ‘s hitting speed is fast , once the "Men" is hit in a

simultaneous attack or attacking each other simultaneously, it is considered a defeat.

When the foot is hit, it is advised to try not to have the " Men " being hit too.
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